
Not all wheels are
made the same.

When shopping around for new

or replacement aluminium

wheels for trucks, trailers or

buses not every wheel will give

you the same stamp of

approval. Knowing your product

specifications, as well as the

place and date of

manufacturing is essential

information that sets quality

wheels apart from the rest. 

 

MAKE SURE IT’S AN
ALCOA® WHEEL

Look for the authentic roll stamp
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Alcoa forged aluminium
wheels, manufactured by
Arconic Wheel and
Transportation Products, not
only produces quality aluminium

wheels but guarantees the

integrity of the product by

stamping the wheel with a roll

stamp of authenticity. If you want

peace of mind that your wheel

will withstand the tough and

rugged environment that heavy

duty vehicles endure … then

make sure it’s an Alcoa Wheel.

Not only will it have a shorter

life, but it may cost you more

in replacement costs in the

long run.



Not all wheels are
manufactured with
the same level of
quality

This includes:

 

Where the wheel is made. 
All Alcoa® wheels are

manufactured in the U.S, Hungry

or Mexico under stringent

manufactured guidelines -

trusted since 1948. Quality

control checks are conducted on

each and every batch release.

 

Not all wheels are made the

same, which means if you don’t

have a roll stamp on the rim of

your vehicles wheel, you run the

risk of having an inferior

product. Not only may it have a

shorter life than a superior

aluminium wheel but it could

cost you more in replacement

costs in the long run.

Why run the risk? Arconic Wheel

Products Australia guarantees

when it comes to an Alcoa

Wheel, you can always rely on

the roll stamp to display the

essential information necessary

to know what you’re buying.

Date of manufacture. 

The manufacturing date allows

you to track and monitor the 5-

year product warranty that

comes with every Alcoa® wheel.

 

Load rating Information is critical

for driver and passenger safety, as

well as wheel/tyre longevity. Alcoa

wheels have been tested to be

significantly lighter than wheels

from the competitors. Lighter

wheels result in higher pay loads.

Now that’s good information.

 
 

Part numbers are important when

ordering, reordering or matching

existing wheels - it ensures you get

the right wheel for your rig.

Size of wheel guards against

installing incorrect wheel sizes.

Alcoa’s strict quality control

measures safeguards against size

difference. Arconic’s technical staff

can assist in advising on the

correct wheel specs for your

vehicle.



Whether it’s increasing payloads,

improving fuel efficiency or reducing

maintenance, you’ve got options

with

Alcoa Wheels. We have come up with

wheel innovations to solve the

toughest of challenges. That is why

more commercial vehicles are fitted

with Alcoa wheels than any other

brand. All Alcoa wheels

manufactured by Arconic come with

a 5-year warranty.
 

Wheels bearing this Quality and

Safety mark indicate they meet

or exceed the Japanese Ministry of

Land, Infrastructure, Transport and

Tourism (MLIT) standards for quality

and Performance, for fitment to

commercial vehicles in that market.

‘There is no denying they
look good – but the
benefits of our wheels
goes well beyond
aesthetics’

Resistant to corrosion 

Less weight for increased

payload

Environmentally sustainable

Choice of finish options 

Unmatched strength and

durability

Full 5-year warranty

        

  

 

    

      

  

Alcoa Wheel – Roll stamp of authenticity

So remember to specify Alcoa Wheels by name  

for guaranteed, proven quality.


